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Abstract
Since the seminal paper [11], people knows that, to use the hazard rate to evaluate the price S
of securities defaultable at τ , one should firstly find the solution V of a specific backward stochastic
differential equation written with the hazard rate process, and then apply the pre-default formula
S11r0,τq “ V 11r0,τq, whenever ∆τV “ 0. This pricing formula has prompted a lot of discussions,
especially on the condition ∆τV “ 0. The method by backward stochastic differential equation has
been adopted in recent works [6, 7] to evaluate the counterparty risk and funding cost. The jump
problem ∆τV “ 0, however, has been avoided, because a filtration reduction and a probability
change technique under the name "condition (A)" has been introduced in [6, 7], which allow one
to solve directly the backward stochastic differential equation satisfied by Sτ´.
Our future aim is to extend the technique of [6, 7] to cover more general models. A first step
towards this extension is to generalize condition (A), when probability measure changes are replaced
by the local martingale deflator changes. Concretely in this paper, we consider a pair of filtrations
F Ă G which become different only from the default time τ onwards. For an F semimartingale S
having an F-deflator, we establish conditions on S such that Sτ´ can have a G-deflator. Under
these conditions, we construct G-deflators for Sτ´ in term of Aze´ma supermartingale of τ . (In
passing, the same for Sτ will also be done.)
Our study is based on the existence of a subfiltration F which "coincides" with G on r0, τq. For
applications, it is important to have a method to infer the existence of such a filtration F from the
knowledge of the market information G and from the default time τ . This question is discussed at
the end of the paper.
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1 Introduction
1.1 Results
Consider a credit risk model pG, τ, Sq, where G is a filtration, τ is a G stopping time, and S is a
multi-dimensional process. Let F be a subfiltration of G satisfying the two conditions:
. F "coincides" with G up to the time τ (cf. Assumption 2.1);
. S is an F semimartingale possessing an F local martingale deflator (cf. Definition 2.2 below).
(Note that the first condition is introduced in [6] and constitutes a generalization of the usual setting
of progressive enlargement of F with the random time τ .) In this paper we study the problem :
Deflator problem. Under what condition, the process Sτ´ (stopped right prior to τ) or
Sτ possesses a local martingale deflator in G.
We will set up an appropriate theoretical framework, within which the above question finds answers.
Before presenting the motivations in the next subsection, here are the principal results.
‚ A necessary and sufficient condition is given in Theorem 7.10 for S
τ´ to possess a local martingale
deflator in G. This result is obtained only after various preliminary results have been proved,
as indicated below.
‚ The deflator problem depends, in a delicate way, on the Aze´ma supermartingale Z of the random
time τ in F. Two decompositions of Z are involved in our work: the Doob-Meyer’s decompo-
sition Z “ m ` a and the predictable multiplicative decomposition Z “ LD defined in [17],
with a multiplicative martingale part L and a multiplicative drift part D. This multiplicative
decomposition is valid only on the set tp¨FpZq ą 0u (F predictable projection of Z). For the
construction of deflators, we need to extend the decomposition Z “ LD onto the whole R` and
ensure that das does not charge the set tL´ “ 0u. Also, the first zero time ζ of Z is to be
decomposed into three elements η, 9η, :η, each of which concerns a different part of deflators of
Sτ´. We have to control which components of Z can vanish at these stopping times. In section
3, a full investigation is made on the processes L,D,Z´,
p¨FpZq in association with the stopping
times η, 9η, :η. As a consequence of this study, we establish in Lemma 3.9 the formula (different
from the one in [17]) D “ Z0Ep´ 1Z´ ‚aq.
This formula of D, jointly with the reduction results of section 6 (especially the equation of
Lemma 6.6) forms a passage connecting the multiplicative decomposition Z “ LD to the deflator
computation of Sτ´. Recall that one of the theoretical conjectures about the deflator problem
for Sτ´ is that G-deflator is a multiple of F-deflator by a factor inversely proportional to L
(the predictable multiplicative martingale part of Z). With the formula of D and the reduction
results, this conjecture is confirmed in subsection 7.3 by that there exists a factor M depending
on S such that G-deflator of Sτ´ is the multiplication of F-deflator with M
τ´
Lτ´
. It is interesting to
compare this multiplicative property with the result of [1] that proves that the G-deflator of Sτ
(instead of Sτ´) is inversely proportional to the optional (instead of predictable) multiplicative
martingale part of Z (cf. [23]).
The study in section 3 enriches a lot our knowledges on the Aze´ma supermartingale and is
useful in general. See [6] for other applications of the formula of D.
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‚ The well-known formula of Jeulin-Yor (cf. [10, 19, 20]) gives the G semimartingale decomposi-
tion of Xτ for F local martingale X. However, the study of this paper requires results which
characterize the G local martingales with their reductions in F. Section 6 is devoted to the
reduction problem with formulas in Lemma 6.5, Lemma 6.6, Lemma 6.8, which give the above
mentioned characterization of the G local martingales "living on r0, τq". The reduction result is
the cornerstone of subsection 7.3 (which implies Theorem 7.10). It is also an essential element
in [6].
‚ In the article [1], the local martingale deflators for S
τ (instead of Sτ´) in G are considered. The
proof of the main result Theorem 1.2 in [1] raises the following question : supposing that an
F semimartingale S, without jump at a given stopping time R (∆RS “ 0), possesses a F local
martingale deflator Y , can one construct a (second) local martingale deflator for S which has no
jump at R neither ? This question, which remains open in [1], is answered in Theorem 5.1. The
proof of the theorem is based on a subtle analysis of the stochastic logarithmic ξ of Y , which
improves our knowledge about deflators. Par example, it is proved that the drift of ξR´ (as ξ
itself) can not have too negative jumps.
‚ Also for the proof of Theorem 5.1, we are led to study the F local martingales X whose X
R´
remains local martingale. We prove in Lemma 4.1 that they are precisely the local martingales
orthogonal to 1tRą0u1rR,8q´p1tRą0u1rR,8qqp¨F (F compensated jump process). We then establish
an orthogonal decomposition formula in Theorem 4.2.
‚ Theorem 7.10 depends on Theorem 5.1, because, without it, the reduction results would not be
applicable in subsection 7.3. Another application of Theorem 5.1 is that it enables us to work on
[1, Theorem 1.2] under the original probability measure, without passing through the auxiliary
probability change of [1]. Therefore, a new proof of [1, Theorem 1.2] is given in Corollary
8.9. Moreover, we will apply the idea of [33] to produce an explicit deflator for Sτ with the
components of Z. It is a very different construction from [1], because it does not depend on the
optional multiplicative decomposition of Z established in [23].
‚ The present work is based on the existence of a subfiltration F which coincides with G on r0, τq,
but does not accept τ as stopping time. However, the existence of such a subfiltration is not
unanimously accepted, all the more so as no practical method exists to infer the possible presence
of such a filtration F. In section 9, for the first time, some results will be proved in response to
that controversial situation.
1.2 Motivations
To apprehend our study of Sτ´, we need to review quickly the pricing system of defaultable securities.
According to arbitrage pricing principal, the price process of a defaultable security satisfies the formula
St “ Er1ttăτďT ue´
şτ
t
rsdsYτ ` 1tTăτue´
şT
t
rsdsξ|Gts,
under a neutral probability, with the short rate process r, a payoff ξ and a recovery rule Y . This is
however a unsatisfactory pricing formula, because it does not involve explicitly the hazard rate process
h. In response, the paper [11] provides the following formula (under few technical condition):
St “ Vt, t ă τ,
if ∆τV “ 0, where V is the solution of a backward stochastic differential equation (BSDE, in abbre-
viated form):
Vt “ Er
ż T
t
e´
şs
t
pr`hquduYshsds` e´
şT
t
pr`hquduξ|Gts.
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The advantage of V over the initial formula of S is explained in [11] (cf. also [8]). Since then, much
has been written on this subject, especially on the delicate jump condition ∆τV “ 0 (cf. [4]). The
key observation is that, if we choose a suitable pre-default value process (i.e. a process that coincides
with S on r0, τq), it can be computed by a kind BSDE and the BSDE consideration is the best way
to make appear the hazard rate process in the pricing formula.
This approach of pre-default value process with BSDE has been adopted in [6, 7] to evaluate the
counterparty risk and funding cost X, with some important modifications. Firstly, [6, 7] has chosen
the particular pre-default processXτ´ and established its BSDEX . This BSDEX is not simple, because
it requires its solution to satisfy the jump vanishing property ∆τV “ 0, which brings us back to the
discussion of the formula in [11]. A condition, called condition (A), is then introduced.
(A) There exists a subfiltration F Ă G, which coincides with G on r0, τq. There exists at the
same time an equivalent probability measure P such that, for every pF,Pq local martingale
M , M τ´ is a pG,Qq local martingale.
It is then proved that, under condition (A) and the positivity of Z, there exists a classical pF,Pq
BSDE˝ such that, for any solution U of BSDE˝, U τ´ is a solution of the pG,Qq BSDEX . We get in
particular the well-posedness of the BSDEX and of the corresponding counterparty risk model.
Condition (A) of [6, 7] presents a significant progress regarding to the counterparty risk literature
based mainly on the more rigid immersion assumption. For the first time via condition (A), the
fundamental role of the filtration behind the condition ∆τV “ 0 is revealed. On the practical side,
condition (A) makes a complex BSDE with random horizon and endogenous terminal condition, to be
solved by a classical BSDE with constant horizon and exogenous terminal condition (a useful property
for numerical implementation). The work in [6, 7] is worth an extension. Our eventual aim is to allow
the methodology of [6, 7] applied in models where the local martingale pricing measures are replaced
by local martingale deflators (pricing kernels). The first step towards this extension is a general
formulation of condition (A). Actually condition (A) can be expressed in term of local martingale
deflator. Let p be a pF,Qq local martingale.
(A") For an pF,Qq semimartingale X, Xτ´ possesses a pG,Qq local martingale deflator
q, whenever p is an pF,Qq local martingale deflator for X.
In the case of condition (A), the above condition is valid for p “ dP
dQ
and q ” 1. Condition(A")
leads straightforwardly to the deflator problem. As shown previously, once the correspondence p-q is
established (that we will do in this paper), the methodology of [6, 7] will be applicable to solve the
pricing BSDEs.
This work is closely related to the no-arbitrage condition of the first kind (cf. [21, 22, 24, 31, 36]).
It integrates also with the literature of the insider trading problem (cf. [1, 2, 3, 13, 14, 16, 34,
40]). Another observation is the striking resemblance between the formula of F reductions of G local
martingales (cf. section 6) and the formula of absolutely continuous probability changes (cf. [15,
Theorem 12.18]). This observation calls up the approach by Girsanov’s theorem of the enlargement of
filtration problems presented in [32, 35, 38]. The fundamental relation between G-deflator for Sτ and
the multiplicative decompositions of Aze´ma’s supermartingale has been previously pointed out in [13]
in the continuous case, based on the result in [26], and in [1] in the discontinuous case, based on the
paper [23]. Nevertheless, it is to be noticed that the multiplicative formulas in [23, 26] can not serve
the deflator construction of Sτ´, because of the discontinuous situation and of the predictable nature
of the problem. Recall that this work applies the multiplicative formula of [17].
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1.3 Notations and conventions
We refer to [15, 17] for semimartingale calculus. For a process X, we make the convention X0´ “ X0 so
that the jump ∆0X “ 0. We use o¨F‚, p¨F‚ to denote the optional and the predictable projections with
respect to a filtration F, as well as ‚o¨F, ‚p¨F for the corresponding dual projections. The stochastic
integral will be denoted notably by "‚" (ex.
şt
0
HsdXs “ H‚Xt or
şt
0
KsHsdXs “ KH‚Xt). The
stochastic integral
şt
0
HsdXs is always supposed to be computed on p0, ts so that H‚X0 “ 0. We
consider deterministic as well as random intervals, all being denoted by the usual bracket system. A
random interval such as rS, T s “ tps, ωq P R` ˆ Ω : Spωq ď s ď T pωqu is a subset in R` ˆ Ω. For a
subset A Ă Ω, R`ˆA also is a random interval. For simplicity, we denote the intersection of the two
random intervals by A X rS, T s. For any non negative random variable T , for any set A, TA denote
the random variable T1A `81Ac . The Dole´an-Dade exponential is denoted by "E". We will apply
the semimartingale calculus on a predictable random interval. We refer to section 8 of [15] for details.
For a ca`dla`g process X and a non negative random variable R, the stopping just prior to R is defined
as follows
XR´ “ X1r0,Rq `XR´1rR,8q “ XR ´∆RX1t0ăRu1rR,8q
(cf. [9, Chapitre VI n˝5]).
2 Filtrations and no arbitrage condition
We consider a stochastic basis pΩ,B,G,Qq where pΩ,Bq is a measurable space, Q is a probability
measure on this measurable space, and G “ pGtqtPR` is a filtration of sub-σ-algebras of B satisfying
the usual condition. Let τ be a G stopping time. We assume the existence of a filtration F “ pFtqtPR`
satisfying the following condition.
Hypothesis 2.1. Reduction condition. The filtration F is contained in G. For any G optional
(resp. predictable) process H, there exists an F optional (resp. predictable) process K such that
H1r0,τq “ K1r0,τq (resp. H1p0,τ s “ K1p0,τ s). We call the process K an F optional (resp. predictable)
reduction of the process H.
Note that, if G is the classical progressive enlargement of F with τ , the above condition will be satisfied.
Moreover, the two properties in this condition are not independent. For complementary discussions
on this condition, see [10, Chapitre XX n˝75] and [6, 19]. Besides the enlargement of filtration setting
F Ă G, another basic notion in this paper is the notion of deflators.
Definition 2.2. Let S “ pSiq1ďiďd be a d-dimensional semimartingale in the filtration F. A real
valued strictly positive process Y is called a (strictly positive local martingale) deflator in F for S, if
Y and Y S “ pY Siq1ďiďd are F local martingales.
We define the same notions in the filtration G in an obvious way. Note that the deflator notion is
closely linked with the notion NA1 of the no-arbitrage condition of the first kind. See for example
[1, 21, 22, 24, 31, 36].
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Lemma 2.3. A semimartingale S “ pSiq1ďiďd with strictly positive components satisfies the NA1
condition in a given filtration (i.e. NA1 condition on r0, as for any positive real number a), if and only
if S possesses a deflator.
3 Aze´ma’s supermartingale, its zeros, its decompositions
The deflator problem depends on Aze´ma’s supermartingale in a delicate way. This section is devoted
to an inventory of properties needed in the next sections. We recall that Aze´ma’s supermartingale Z
in F associated with a random time τ is o¨Fp1r0,τqq the F optional projection of 1r0,τq. Associated with
Aze´ma’s supermartingale Z, there are the following processes.
. The process Z´ and
p¨Fp1r0,τ sq “ 1r0s ` 1p0,8qZ´ (cf. [19] p.63).
. The process rZ “ o¨Fp1r0,τ sq.
. The process A to be the F optional dual projection of 1t0ăτu1rτ,8q and M “ Z ` A which is an
F BMO martingale (cf. [10, Chapitre XX n˝74]). By [19],rZ “ Z `∆A “ Z `∆pM´ Zq “ Z´ `∆M
on p0,8q.
. The process a to be the F predictable dual projection of 1t0ăτu1rτ,8q and m “ Z ` a which is an
F BMO martingale (cf. [19, Lemme(5.17)]).
. The process Z˝ “ p¨FZ (F predictable projection of Z) “ m´ ´ a “ Z´ ´∆a.
With the process Z˝, we consider the F predictable set Cp 1
Z˝
q introduced in [17, (6,23)] by the relation:
for an F stopping time T , 1
Z˝
1p0,T s is locally bounded, if and only if r0, T s Ă Cp 1Z˝ q.
The F predictable set Cp 1
Z˝
q is introduced to have the predictable multiplicative decomposition of Z
defined in [17, Theorem (6.31) and Exercice 6.10].
Lemma 3.1. There exists a non negative local martingale L on Cp 1
Z˝
q and a predictable non negative
non increasing process D (on R`) such that Z “ LD on Cp 1Z˝ q. We have L0 “ 1,D0 “ Z0, and on
Cp 1
Z˝
q,
tL ą 0u “ t0u Y tZ ą 0u, tD ą 0u “ tZ0 ą 0u.
For an F stopping time T such that r0, T s Ă Cp 1
Z˝
q,
LT “ Er 1˝Z 1p0,T s‚ms, DT “ Z0Er 1
Z˝
1p0,T s‚as
.
3.1 The vanishing times and the sets of positive values
Whether or not the processes Z,Z´, Z˝ take positive values constitutes an important technical point
in the following sections. This bring us to consider the sets tZ ą 0u, tZ´ ą 0u, t˝Z ą 0u and Cp 1Z˝ q.
These sets are all random intervals starting from zero (included) up to a stopping time (included or
not). To see the exact situation of them, we introduce the following stopping times (the vanishing
times).
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. ζ “ infts : Zs “ 0 or Zs´ “ 0u, and, for n P N`, ζn “ infts : Zs ď 1nu.
. η “ ζt0ăζă8,Zζ´ą0, Z˝ζą0u.
. 9η “ ζt@k,ζkăζu.
. :η “ ζt0ăζă8,Zζ´ą0, Z˝ζ“0u.
. ζ˝ “ infts : Z˝s “ 0u.
Lemma 3.2. tZ ą 0u “ rr0, ζrr, ζ “ supn ζn and ζ˝ “ ζ.
Proof. The first properties are deduced from [9, Chapitre VI n˝17]. By the proof of [17, Corol-
laire(6.28)] ζ˝ ě ζ. We check also that Z˝1ssζ,8rr ď Z´1ssζ,8rr “ 0. Hence, ζ˝ “ ζ.
Lemma 3.3. tZ´ ą 0u “ tZ0 ą 0u X pYnrr0, ζnssq.
Proof. By Lemma 3.2, tZ0 “ 0u X tZ´ ą 0u “ H and Z´1ssζ,8rr “ 0. Hence, the interval tZ´ ą 0u
writes as tZ0 ą 0u X prr0, ζrrYrrζt0ăζă8,Zζ´ą0ussq. As ζ “ supn ζn, rr0, ζrrĂ Ynrr0, ζnss. On the other
hand, if 0 ă ζ ă 8, Zζ´ ą 0, by [18, Lemma 3.1] inf0ďsăζ Zs ą 1n for some n ą 0 so that ζ ď ζn. We
conclude tZ´ ą 0u Ă Ynrr0, ζnss on the set tZ0 ą 0u. The inverse inclusion is obvious. The lemma is
proved.
Lemma 3.4. t0 ă ζ ă 8, Zζ´ “ 0u “ t 9η ă 8u, i.e., 9η “ ζt0ăζă8,Zζ´“0u. The random times
9η, :η are F predictable stopping times. The identities Ynrr0, ζnss “ rr0, ζsszr 9ηs and t Z˝ ą 0u “ tZ0 ą
0u X prr0, ζsszprr 9ηss Y rr:ηssqq hold.
Proof. By definition, if 9η ă 8, we have 0 ă ζ “ 9η ă 8 and, because of ζn ă ζ, ζ “ supn ζn,
Zζ´ “ limn Zζn “ 0. On the other hand, if 0 ă ζn ă 8, we have Zζn´ ě 1n ą 0 so that ζn ă ζ on the
set t0 ă ζ ă 8, Zζ´ “ 0u. This proves the first part of the lemma. The predictability of 9η is shown
in [15, proof of Theorem 9.41]. By Lemma 3.2, Z´ “ Z˝ “ 0 on ssζ,8rr. As ζ˝ “ ζ,
rr:ηss “ tZ´ ą 0, ˝Z “ 0u,
which is predictable. The identity Ynrr0, ζnss “ rr0, ζsszr 9ηs is deduced directly from the definition of 9η.
By Lemma 3.2, tZ0 “ 0u X t Z˝ ą 0u “ H and Z˝1ssζ,8rr “ 0. Hence, the interval t Z˝ ą 0u writes as
tZ0 ą 0u X prr0, ζrrYrrζt0ăζă8,˝Zζą0ussq “ tZ0 ą 0u X prr0, ζsszprr 9ηss Y rr:ηssqq
Remark 3.5. The stopping time η will be studied in Lemma 3.14. It will be proved that η P Cp 1
Z˝
q
on t0 ă η ă 8u.
Combining Lemma 3.3 and Lemma 3.4 with [17, (6.24) and (6.28)], we obtain the next lemma.
Lemma 3.6. We have
Cp 1
Z˝
q “ pYnrr0, ζnssqzrr:ηss “ rr0, ζsszprr 9ηss Y rr:ηssq
and tZ0 ą 0uXCp 1Z˝ q “ t Z˝ ą 0u. There exists a non decreasing sequence of F stopping times pSnqnPN˚
such that Cp 1
Z˝
q “ Ynrr0, Snss and, for any n P N, 1Z˝ ď n on ss0, Snss.
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3.2 The jumps ∆m,∆a outside of Cp 1
Z˝
q and the positivity of Zτ´
Lemma 3.7. 0 “ ∆ 9ηm “ ∆ 9ηa on t0 ă 9η ă 8u. ∆:ηa “ Z:η´ ą 0 on t0 ă :η ă 8u. Ynrr0, ζnss “
Cp 1
Z˝
q Y rr:ηss is a support of the random measure das, that implies τ P Ynrr0, ζnss almost surely. As a
consequence, Zτ´ ą 0,Dτ´ ą 0 on tτ ă 8, Z0 ą 0u, and Lτ´ ą 0 on tτ ă 8u (the existence of Lτ´
being proved in Lemma 3.10).
Proof. We have 0 “ ∆ 9ηZ “ ∆ 9ηm ´ ∆ 9ηa on t0 ă 9η ă 8u. This means ∆ 9ηm1t0ă 9ηă8u P F 9η´. The
stopping time 9η being predictable, necessarily ∆ 9ηm “ 0 on t0 ă 9η ă 8u (cf. [15, Theorem 4.41]). The
second assertion of the lemma is the consequence of ∆:ηa “ Z:η´ ´ Z˝ :η´ “ Z:η´ ą 0 on t0 ă :η ă 8u.
The third assertion is because rr0, ζss is a support of das and ∆ 9ηa “ 0. The last assertions are direct
consequences of τ P Ynrr0, ζnss, of Lemma 3.3 and of Z “ LD on rr0, ζrr (cf. also [39, Lemme 0]).
Lemma 3.8. For any F predictable stopping time σ, let σ1 “ σt∆σa“1,0ăσă8u. Then, rrσ1ss Ă rrτ ss and
Zσ1 “ 0, Zσ1´ “ 1 on tσ1 ă 8u.
Proof. Note that σ1 is F predictable. Applying [15, Theorem 5.27], we obtain
Er1t0ăτ“σă8u1t∆σa“1u1t0ăσă8us “ Er∆σa1t∆σa“1u1t0ăσă8us “ Er1t∆σa“1u1t0ăσă8us,
which implies that t∆σa “ 1, 0 ă σ ă 8u Ă t0 ă τ “ σ ă 8u. Consequently,
Zσ11tσ1ă8u “ Prσ1 ă τ |Fσ1s1tσ1ă8u “ 0, Zσ1´1tσ1ă8u “ Prσ1 ď τ |Fσ1´s1tσ1ă8u “ 1tσ1ă8u.
3.3 The predictable multiplicative decomposition of Z reconsidered
In this section we review the predictable multiplicative decompositions of Z. We begin with some new
and useful expressions of L and of D on Cp 1
Z˝
q.
Lemma 3.9. On the set Cp 1
Z˝
q,
Ep´ 1
Z´ ‚
aqEp 1
Z˝ ‚
aq ” 1,
L “ 1` 1tZ0ą0u 1Z0Ep´ 1Z´ ‚aq´1‚m,
D “ Z0Ep´ 1Z´ ‚aq.
(3.1)
Proof. Notice that, if Z0 “ 0, nothing is to be proved.
Let pSnqnPN be the sequence of F stopping times introduced in Lemma 3.6. Since @n ą 0, p0, Sns Ă
tZ´ ą 0u, Ep´ 1Z´ ‚aq is well-defined on the set Cp 1Z˝ q. Using the integration by parts formula on each
of p0, Sns, we have
d
´
Ep´ 1
Z´ ‚
aqEp 1˝Z ‚aq
¯
“ Ep´ 1
Z´ ‚
aq´Ep 1Z˝ ‚aq´p´ 1Z´ qda ` Ep´ 1Z´ ‚aq´Ep 1Z˝ ‚aq´ 1Z˝ da
`Ep´ 1
Z´ ‚
aq´Ep 1˝Z ‚aq´p´ 1Z´ q 1Z˝ dra, as
“ Ep´ 1
Z´ ‚
aq´Ep 1Z˝ ‚aq´
´
p´ 1
Z´
q ` 1
Z˝
` p´ 1
Z´
q 1
Z˝
∆a
¯
da
“ Ep´ 1
Z´ ‚
aq´Ep 1Z˝ ‚aq´´ Z˝`Z´´∆aZ˝Z´ da
“ 0.
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It yields that Ep´ 1
Z´ ‚
aqEp 1
Z˝ ‚
aq ” 1 on the set tZ0 ą 0u X Cp 1Z˝ q. We conclude with Lemma 3.1 that
D “ Z0
Ep 1˝Z ‚aq
“ Z0Ep´ 1
Z´
‚aq
on the set Cp 1
Z˝
q. Again on the set ss0, Snss,
dm “ dpZ ` aq “ dpLD ` aq “ DdL` L´dD ` da “ DdL,
because m is a martingale. This implies that 1
D
is m integrable on the set tZ0 ą 0u X rr0, Snss, and
consequently,
L “ 1` 1tZ0ą0u
1
Z0
Ep´ 1
Z´
‚aq´1‚m on rr0, Snss.
The predictable multiplicative decomposition of the Aze´ma supermartingale Z in Lemma 3.1 is defined
on the set Cp 1
Z˝
q. In the following lemma we will extend its definition to the whole R`. Recall pSnqnPN˚
the non decreasing sequence of F stopping times introduced in Lemma 3.6 with Cp 1
Z˝
q “ Ynrr0, Snss.
Lemma 3.10. The left limit process L´ is well defined and is finite on p0, ζs (especially at ζ). We
can extend the definitions of the processes L,D from the set Cp 1
Z˝
q to the whole R` by setting
L “ limnÑ8 LSn “ L1rr0,ζrr ` Lζ´1t@ną0,Snăζă8u1rrζ,8rr, (3.2)
D “ limnÑ8DSn1r0,:ηq
“ pD1rr0,ζrr `Dζ´1t@ną0,Snăζă8u1rrζ,8rr `Dζ1tDną0,Sn“ζă8u1rrζ,8rrq1r0,:ηq.
(3.3)
The redefined process L is an F local martingale, and the redefined process D is an F predictable
process with non increasing path and they satisfy the multiplicative decomposition identity Z “ LD on
the whole R`.
Proof. We use the same notions L,D to denote the processes on the set Cp 1
Z˝
q already defined in Lemma
3.1, as well as the redefined processes in the present lemma. There will be no risk of confusion, because
the latters are extensions of the formers.
We show firstly that the expression (3.2) defining the extended process L is meaningful. To this end,
introduce Lˆ “ 1tZ0“0u1r0s ` L1rr0,ζrr (a process defined on the whole R`). Notice that
L1rr0,Snss “ 1tSn“0u1r0s ` 1tSną0uL1rr0,Snss1rr0,ζrr, because on tSn ą 0u Ă tζ ą 0u, tL ą 0u “ rr0, ζrr,
“ 1tSn“0u1r0sLˆ` 1tSną0uLˆ1rr0,Snss “ Lˆ1rr0,Snss.
This proves that Lˆ is (also) an extension of the process L defined in Lemma 3.1, because they coincide
on Cp 1
Z˝
q. For any pair of F stopping times T ď T 1, for any positive integer n ą 0,
ErLˆT 11tT 1Prr0,Snssu|FT s “ ErLT 11tT 1Prr0,Snssu|FT s
ď ErLT 1^Sn |FT s1tTPrr0,Snssu ď LT^Sn1tTPrr0,Snssu “ LˆT1tTPrr0,Snssu,
because LSn is a non negative F local martingale, hence a supermartingale. Fatou’s lemma implies that
Lˆ1
Cp 1
Z˝
q “ Lˆ is an F supermartingale. As L coincides with Lˆ on r0, ζq, the supermartingale property
of Lˆ implies that Lζ´ “ limnÑ8 LˆSn exists on t@n ą 0, Sn ă ζ ă 8u and is finite. The extended
process L in (3.2) is well-defined.
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Note that the redefined process L can also be written as
L “ L1rr0,ζrr ` Lζ´1t@ną0,Snăζă8u1rrζ,8rr ` Lζ1tDną0,Sn“ζ,0ăζă8u1rrζ,8rr,
because on tDn ą 0, Sn “ ζ, 0 ă ζ ă 8u, Lζ “ 0. We see then that the extended L is precisely the
extension introduced in [17, (5.7)] of the process L defined in Lemma 3.1. By [17, Lemme 5.17], the
redefined L is an F supermartingale. Actually, this redefined process L is an F local martingale. Let
L “M ´ V be the Doob-Meyer decomposition of the redefined L with F local martingale M and non
decreasing F predictable process V with V0 “ 0. As LSn is an F local martingale, 1r0,Sns‚V “ 0. As L
is stopped at ζ, 1pζ,8q‚V “ 0. It results from Lemma 3.6 that V “ p1r0,ζs´ 1Cp 1
Z˝
qq‚V “ ∆ 9η^:ηV . Note
also that t 9η ^ :η ă 8u “ t@n ą 0, Sn ă ζ ă 8u and ζ “ 9η ^ :η if 9η ^ :η ă 8. Therefore,
p∆ 9η^:ηM ´∆ 9η^:ηV q1t 9η^:ηă8u “ ∆ 9η^:ηL1t 9η^:ηă8u “ 1t@ną0,Snăζă8u∆ζL “ 0.
As V is an F predictable process and 9η ^ :η is an F predictable stopping time (cf. Lemma 3.4), the
computation of the generalized conditional expectation (cf. [15, Theorem 1.17]) of ∆ 9η^:ηV gives
∆ 9η^:ηV 1t 9η^:ηă8u “ Er∆ 9η^:ηV |F 9η^:η´s1t 9η^:ηă8u “ Er∆ 9η^:ηM |F 9η^:η´s1t 9η^:ηă8u “ 0
(cf. [15, Theorem 7.13]). This proves V ” 0 so that the redefined L is an F local martingale.
Consider the redefined process D, which is clearly non increasing. Since DSn and :η are predictable,
D is an F predictable process.
To verify the identity Z “ LD, we check it immediately on r0s Y rr0, ζrr. As for the identity on the
interval p0,8q X rrζ,8rr, on the one hand,
LD1t0ăζă8u1rrζ,8rr “ LD1r0,:ηq1t0ăζă8u1rrζ,8rr
“ LζDζ1tDną0,Sn“ζ,0ăζă8u1r0,:ηq1rrζ,8rr ` Lζ´Dζ´1t@ną0,Snăζă8u1r0,:ηq1rrζ,8rr
“ Lζ´Dζ´1t@ną0,Snăζă8u1r0,:ηq1rrζ,8rr, because @n ą 0, on tSn “ ζ ą 0u, Lζ “ 0,
“ L 9η´D 9η´1t 9ηă8u1rrζ,8rr ` L:η´D:η´1t:ηă8u1r0,:ηq1rrζ,8rr
“ Z 9η´1t 9ηă8u1rrζ,8rr “ 0 “ Z1t0ăζă8u1rrζ,8rr,
(cf. the first part of the proof of Lemma 3.4 for L 9η´D 9η´1t 9ηă8u “ Z 9η´1t 9ηă8u “ 0) and, on the other
hand, ζ “ 0 implies D0 “ Z0 “ 0 and @n ą 0, Sn “ 0 so that
LD1t0“ζu1ssζ,8rr “ L0D01t0“ζu1ssζ,8rr “ 0 “ Z1t0“ζu1ssζ,8rr.
The lemma is proved.
As usual, we write
Ep´1tZ´ą0u
1
Z´
‚aqt :“ expp´1tZ´ą0u
1
Z´
‚atq
ź
0ăsďt,Zs´ą0
p1´ 1
Zs´
∆saqe
1
Zs´
∆sa
, t ě 0.
Lemma 3.11. The redefined process D in (3.3) satisfies
D “ Z0Ep´1tZ´ą0u 1Z´ ‚aq 9η´ “ Z0Ep´1tZ´ą0u 1Z´ ‚aq. (3.4)
Proof. According to lemma 3.9,
lim
nÑ8
DSn “ lim
nÑ8
Z0Ep´ 1
Z´
‚aqSn “ Z0Ep´1tZ´ą0u
1
Z´
‚aq 9η^:η´ p“ Z0Ep´1Cp 1
Z˝
q
1
Z´
‚aqq.
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This yields that the redefined process D satisfies
D “ Z0Ep´1tZ´ą0u
1
Z´
‚aq 9η^:η´1r0,:ηq “ Z0Ep´1tZ´ą0u
1
Z´
‚aq 9η´1r0,:ηq
(which can be checked separately on t:η “ 8u and on t:η ă 8u Ă t 9η “ 8u). Notice that, on
the set t0 ă :η ă 8u, ∆:ηp´1tZ´ą0u 1Z´ ‚aq “ ´1 (cf. Lemma 3.7) so that Ep´1tZ´ą0u 1Z´ ‚aq1r0,:ηq “
Ep´1tZ´ą0u 1Z´ ‚aq (cf. [15, Theorem 9.41]). Therefore, the above identity becomes
D “ Z0Ep´1tZ´ą0u
1
Z´
‚aq 9η´ “ Z0Ep´1r0, 9ηq1tZ´ą0u
1
Z´
‚aq “ Z0Ep´1tZ´ą0u
1
Z´
‚aq
(cf. Lemma 3.3 and Lemma 3.4).
We can deduce from the multiplicative decomposition of Lemma 3.10 other multiplicative decomposi-
tions. We begin with a multiplicative decomposition for the random measure da.
Lemma 3.12. With the redefined processes L,D in Lemma 3.10, we have da “ ´1
Cp 1
Z˝
qYr:ηsL´dD “
´1r0,ζsL´dD.
Proof. By the integration by parts formula applied on the identity Z “ LD on the intervals rr0, Snss,
where pSnqnPN˚ denotes the non decreasing sequence of F stopping times introduced in Lemma 3.6,
we prove the lemma on the set Cp 1
Z˝
q “ Ynrr0, Snss. For the rest, it is the consequence of Lemma 3.6,
of Lemma 3.7 and of the following relations (for the redefined process D):
0 ă ∆:ηa “ Z:η´ “ L:η´D:η´ “ ´L:η´∆:ηD
on t0 ă :η ă 8u, and ∆ 9ηa “ 0 “ ∆ 9ηD on t0 ă 9η ă 8u.
As a corollary of the identity Z “ LD, we obtain also multiplicative decompositions of Z´ and of Z˝
on the whole R`.
Corollary 3.13. With the redefined processes L,D in Lemma 3.10, Z´ “ L´D´ and Z˝ “ L´D on
R`.
3.4 Complements to the vanishing times and the sets of positive values
By Lemma 3.4, the stopping times 9η, :η are F predictable stopping times. In contrast, the stopping
time η can never be a genuine F predictable stopping time, as shown in the next lemma (which is the
counterpart in this paper of [1, Lemma 3.5]).
Lemma 3.14. The stopping time η coincides with ζt0ăζă8,Zζ´ą0,Dζą0u (with the rearranged process
D). On the set t0 ă η ă 8u, η P Cp 1
Z˝
q. Let b be the F predictable dual projection of 1t0ăηu1rη,8q and
n :“ Ep´bq´11r0,ηq. Then, The jump process ∆b ă 1 on the whole R`. The process n “ Ep´bq´11r0,ηq
is well-defined and is an F local martingale.
Proof. The first assertion is the consequence of the following equivalent relations :
t0 ă ζ ă 8, Zζ´ ą 0, Z˝ζ ą 0u
“ t0 ă ζ ă 8, Lζ´Dζ´ ą 0, Lζ´Dζ ą 0, ζ P Cp 1Z˝ qu (cf. Corollary 3.13)
“ t0 ă ζ ă 8, Lζ´Dζ´ ą 0,Dζ ą 0, ζ P Cp 1Z˝ qu
“ t0 ă ζ ă 8, Zζ´ ą 0,Dζ ą 0u because of Lemma 3.6 and of the definition (3.4).
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Note that, when η ă 8, 9η “ 8 and :η “ 8, proving the second assertion (cf. Lemma 3.6).
Let σ be an F predictable stopping time such that ∆σb “ 1 on tσ ă 8u. By [15, Theorem 5.27],
Er1t0ăη“σu|Fσ´s “ 1 on tσ ă 8u, which implies t0 ă σ ă 8u “ t0 ă σ “ η ă 8u. We can make two
computations on the set t0 ă σ ă 8u. On the one hand,
Lσ´Dσ´ “ Zσ´ “ Er´∆σZ|Fσ´s “ Er´∆σm`∆σa|Fσ´s “ ∆σa “ ´Lσ´∆σD,
by Lemma 3.12, which yields Lσ´Dσ “ 0. On the other hand, Zσ´ “ Zη´ ą 0 and Lσ´Dσ “ Z˝σ “
Z˝η ą 0. The two computations lead to contradictory results. We have proved that ∆σb “ 1 on R`.
As a consequence, Ep´bq does not vanish (cf. [15, Theorem 3.33 and Lemma 9.40]).
To check the martingale property of n, we apply the integration by parts formula on the two sides of
the identity: 1 “ Ep´bq
Ep´bq . We obtain
db “ Ep´bqdp 1
Ep´bq q.
Consequently,
dn “ 1tηą0u1p0,ηs
1
Ep´bqdb´ 1tηą0u
1
Ep´bqdp1rη,8qq “ ´
1
Ep´bqdp1tηą0u1rη,8q ´ bq,
which is an F local martingale.
The vanishing sets tZ “ 0u, tZ´ “ 0u, t˝Z “ 0u are intrinsic features of the random time τ , as shown
in the next lemma.
Lemma 3.15. Let Q1 be a probability measure equivalent to Q. Let Z 1 and Z˝ 1 denote respectively
the Aze´ma supermartingale of τ and its predictable projection computed under Q1. Then, tZ 1 ą 0u “
tZ ą 0u, tZ 1´ ą 0u “ tZ´ ą 0u and t Z˝ 1 ą 0u “ t Z˝ ą 0u. Consequently, if ζ 1, η1, 9η1, :η1 denote the
counterparts under Q1 of ζ, η, 9η, :η, we have ζ 1 “ ζ, η1 “ η, 9η1 “ 9η, :η1 “ :η.
Proof. For any F predictable stopping time σ, by the equivalence between Q and Q1, we have
tZ 1σ´ “ 0, 0 ă σ ă 8u “ tQ1rσ ď τ |Fσ´s “ 0, 0 ă σ ă 8u
“ tQrσ ď τ |Fσ´s “ 0, 0 ă σ ă 8u “ tZσ´ “ 0, 0 ă σ ă 8u
and
tZ 10´ “ 0u “ tQ1r0 ă τ |F0s “ 0u “ tQr0 ă τ |F0s “ 0u “ tZ0´ “ 0u.
The section theorem (cf. [15, Corollary 4.11]) proves tZ 1´ “ 0u “ tZ´ “ 0u. The identities tZ 1 “
0u “ tZ “ 0u and t Z˝ 1 “ 0u “ t Z˝ “ 0u can be proved similarly. Consequently, ζ 1 “ ζ. The identities
η1 “ η, 9η1 “ 9η, :η1 “ :η come then from the explicit definition of these stopping times (cf. Lemma
3.4).
4 Jump compensation martingale at a stopping time and the corre-
sponding orthogonal decomposition
Let R be an F stopping time and let Rv “ p1t0ăRu1rR,8qqp¨F (the F predictable dual projection) and
Ru “ 1t0ăRu1rR,8q ´ Rv. In this section we study the F local martingales of the form XR´.
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Lemma 4.1. For any F local martingale X, XR´ also is an F local martingale, if and only if X is
orthogonal to Ru, i.e., RuX is an F local martingale.
Proof. It is the consequence of the following computation for any finite F stopping time σ localizing
the local martingales below:
ErXR´σ 1t0ăRus “ ErXσ1tσăRus ` ErXR´1t0ăRďσus
“ ErXσp1t0ăRu ´ 1t0ăRďσuqs ` Er
şσ
0
Xs´d
Rvss
“ ErXσ1t0ăRus ´ ErXσ1t0ăRďσus ` ErXσRvσs “ ErX01t0ăRus ´ ErXσRuσs.
Theorem 4.2. Let R6 “ Rt0ăRă8,∆RRv“1u. Then, rR6s “ t∆Rv “ 1u so that 1t∆Rv“1u‚Ru “ 0 and R6
is an F predictable stopping time. For any F predictable stopping time σ such that rσs Ă rRs, we have
rσs Ă rR6s. The jump process ∆Rv ď 1. Let R5 “ Rt0ăRă8,∆RRvă1u. Then,
p1t0ăR5u1rR5 ,8qqp¨F “ 1t∆Rvă1u‚Rv.
Let κ “ 1t∆Rvă1u∆Rv. Almost surely, the path of the process 11´κ is bounded on every bounded interval.
Let X be an F local martingale. Let K denote the F predictable process such that
Er∆RX|FR´s1t0ăRă8u “ KR1t0ăRă8u,
and let R|X “ K
1´κ . Then,
R|X is Ru integrable in F and X ´ R|X‚Ru is orthogonal to Ru in F.
Proof. For any F predictable stopping time σ, applying [15, Theorem 5.27]
Er1t0ăR“σu1t∆σRv“1u1tσă8us “ Er∆σRv1t∆σRv“1u1t0ăσă8us “ Er1t∆σRv“1u1t0ăσă8us,
which implies that t∆σRv “ 1, 0 ă σ ă 8u Ă t0 ă R “ σ ă 8u. We have
1t∆σRv“1,0ăσă8u
p¨Fp1r0,Rqqσ “ Er1t∆σRv“1,0ăσă8u1tσăRu|Fσ´s “ 0.
The section theorem (cf. [15, Theorem 4.8]) implies that t∆Rv “ 1u X tp¨Fp1r0,Rqq ą 0u “ H or
equivalently t∆Rv “ 1u Ă tp¨Fp1rR,8qq “ 1u, which is a subset in rR,8q according to [19, Lemma
(4.3)]. But clearly, t∆Rv “ 1u Ă r0, Rs. We conclude
rR6s “ t∆Rv “ 1u
which is F predictable, proving the first assertion. For any F predictable stopping time σ such that
t0 ă σ ă 8u X rσs Ă rRs,
∆σ
Rv1t0ăσă8u “ Er1t0ăR“σu|Fσ´s1tσă8u “ 1t0ăσă8u.
This means ∆σ
Rv “ 1 on t0 ă σ ă 8u, or in other words, rσs Ă rR6s proving the second assertion.
For any F predictable stopping time σ such that ∆σ
Rv ě 1` ǫ (for some ǫ ą 0),
Er1tR“σu1t∆σRvě1`ǫu1t0ăσă8us “ Er∆σRv1t∆σRvě1`ǫu1t0ăσă8us ą Er1t∆σRvě1`ǫu1t0ăσă8us,
if the last expectation is strictly positive. But this is impossible, because 1tR“σu ď 1. Hence, ∆σRv ď 1
almost surely, proving the third assertion. For any bounded F predictable process H,
ErHR51tR5ă8us “ ErHR1t∆RRvă1u1t0ăRă8us “ Er
ş8
0
Hs1t∆sRvă1ud
Rvss
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proving the fourth assertion. Let us write
1
1´ κ “
1
1´ κ1tκď 12 u `
1
1´ κ1tκą 12 u.
The first term in the right hand side is bounded by 2. The second term is a finite discrete thin process.
We prove thus the fifth assertion.
As for the rest assertion, we can suppose that ∆RX is integrable. Hence, KR1rR,8q is a process with
integrable total variation, which implies the integrability of the total variation of K‚
Rv. As 1
1´κ has
bounded path, K
1´κ‚
Rv is a finite F predictable ca`dla`g process with finite variation. It is hence F
locally bounded (cf. [15, Theorem 5.19]). The Ru integrability of R|X “ K
1´κ is proved. For any finite
F stopping time σ localizing the different local martingales in the computation, using Yoeurp’s lemma
(cf. [15, Examples 9.4]) and the predictability of R6, we have on the one hand,
ErXσRuσs “ ErrX,Rusσs “ ErrX, 1t0ăRu1rR,8q ´ Rvsσs
“ ErrX, 1t0ăRu1rR,8qsσs “ Er∆RX1t0ăRďσus
“ Er∆RX1t0ăR6ďσus ` Er∆RX1t0ăR5ďσus “ Er∆RX1t0ăR5ďσus.
On the other hand, if H denotes R|X,
ErpH‚RuσqRuσs “ ErH‚rRu,Rusσs “ ErH‚rRu, 1t0ăRu1rR,8qsσs
“ ErHRp1´∆RRvq1t0ăRďσus “ Er∆RX 11´κR p1´∆RRvq1t0ăRďσus “ Er∆RX1t0ăR5ďσus.
We obtain ErpX ´H‚RuqσRuσs “ 0.
Remark 4.3. For any F local martingale X, let
RX “ pX ´ R|X‚RuqR´ and ∆RX “ 1t0ăRu∆RpX ´ R|X‚Ruq.
Then, RX, ∆RX1t0ăRu1rR,8q are F local martingales. The following decomposition for X will be
useful:
XR “ RX `∆RX1t0ăRu1rR,8q ` R|X‚Ru.
5 Deflators for a semimartingale with no jump at a stopping time
In this section R denotes an F stopping time. We use the notations Rv,Ru introduced in section 4. We
now apply the results in section 4 to give an answer to the question raised in [1]
Theorem 5.1. Let S be an F semimartingale. Suppose that SR´ has in F a deflator in exponential
form Epξq. Let H “ R|ξ. Then, EpRξ `H‚Ruq is also a deflator for SR´. The F predictable process
1
p1´H∆Rvq
is F locally bounded. The stochastic exponential Ep 1
p1´H∆Rvq‚
Rξq is again an F deflator for
SR´.
Proof. Recall the decomposition of ξ by Remark 4.3:
ξ “ Rξ `∆Rξ1t0ăRu1rR,8q `H‚Ru.
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Let us denote simply ξ for Rξ. As in [34], we consider the so-called structure condition (written
componentwisely, obtained by the integration by parts formula):
SR´ ` rξ, SR´s “ F local martingale.
It is clear that the structure condition holds with ξ ` H‚Ru, because rξ, SR´s “ rξ ` H‚Ru, SR´s.
Epξ `H‚Ruq will be a deflator for SR´ whenever it is strictly positive. The positivity of Epξq implies
∆ξ ą ´1. Hence,
∆pξ `H‚Ruq “ ∆ξ ą ´1 on p0, Rq.
By the definition of H (cf. Theorem 4.2),
HR∆R
Ru1t0ăRă8u “ Er∆Rξ|FR´s1t∆RRu‰0,0ăRă8u ą ´1.
We conclude that Epξ `H‚Ruq ą 0.
We now address the second assertion of the theorem. Note that H∆Rv is the jump process of H‚
Rv.
Let σ be the de´but
σ “ infts ą 0 : Hs∆sRv ě 1u
which is an F predictable stopping time, because σ P tH∆Rv ě 1u if σ ă 8 (cf. [15, Theorem 4.31]).
Because ∆ξ “ ∆ξ ´ H∆Rv ą ´1 on p0, Rq, if 0 ă σ ă R, we must have ∆σξ ą 0. As ∆ξ “ 0 on
rR,8q, ∆σξ must be not negative on t0 ă σ ă 8u. On the other hand, a local martingale can not
have a non negative non null jump at a finite predictable time. Necessarily ∆σξ “ 0 on t0 ă σ ă 8u.
This means that σ ě R. But ∆Rv “ 0 on pR,8q so that σ “ R on t0 ă σ ă 8u. By Theorem 4.2,
∆σ
Rv “ 1 if σ ă 8. Let K be the process in Theorem 4.2 associated with ξ. Let J be a bounded F
predictable process making everything in the computation integrable.
ErKσJσ1t0ăσă8us
“ ErKRJR1t0ăRă8u1tσ“Rus “ Er∆RξJR1t0ăRă8u1tσ“Rus
“ Er∆σξJσ1t0ăσă8u1tσ“R6us “ Er Er∆σξ|Fσ´s Jσ1t0ăσă8u1tσ“R6us “ 0,
which implies that Kσ “ 0 on t0 ă σ ă 8u, and consequently Hσ∆σRv “ 0 if σ ă 8 (a contradiction
to the definition of σ). We conclude σ “ 8. For n P N let
σn “ infts ą 0 : Hs∆sRv ě 1´ 1
n` 2u.
These σn are F predictable stopping times and σn Ò 8 (because, otherwise, σ ă 8). There exists then
a non decreasing sequence pσ˜nqnPN of F predictable stopping times such that σ˜n ă σn and σ˜n Ò 8. We
have thus shown that the F predictable process 1
1´H∆Rv
is F locally bounded.
Note that the structure condition is read as
F local martingale “ SR´ ` rξ, SR´s “ SR´ ` rξ, SR´s ´ rH‚Rv, SR´s
“ p1´H∆Rvq‚SR´ ` rξ, SR´s (cf. [15, Examples 9.4]).
This is equivalent to
SR´ ` r 1
p1´H∆Rvq‚
ξ, SR´s “ F local martingale.
Moreover,
∆p 1
p1´H∆Rvq‚
ξq “ 1
p1´H∆Rvq
∆ξ1r0,Rq
“ 1
p1´H∆Rvq
p∆ξ `H∆Rvq1r0,Rq “ 1p1´H∆Rvqp∆ξ ` 1´ p1´H∆Rvqq1r0,Rq ą ´1.
We have thus proved that Ep 1
p1´H∆Rvq‚
ξq is an F deflator for SR´.
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Corollary 5.2. Let S be an F semimartingale. Suppose that SR´ has in F a deflator. Then, SR´
has also an F deflator Y such that ∆RY “ 0 on t0 ă R ă 8u.
6 Reduction from G into F
Recall the assumption that, for any G optional (resp. predictable) process H, there exists an F
optional (resp. predictable) process K such that H1r0,τq “ K1r0,τq (resp. H1p0,τ s “ K1p0,τ s). We call
the process K an F optional (resp. predictable) reduction of the process H.
Lemma 6.1. If a G optional process is strict positive on r0, τq, its F optional reduction is strict
positive on r0, ζq. If a G predictable process is strict positive on p0, τ s, its F predictable reduction is
strict positive on Ynr0, ζnszt0u.
Proof. Let H be a G optional process, strict positive on r0, τq. Let K be an F optional reduction of
H. For any F stopping time T ,
Er1tKTď0uZT s “ Er1tHTď0u1tTăτus “ 0.
By section theorems (cf. [15]), 1tKď0uZ “ 0, proving the first assertion. The second assertion can be
proved in a similar way.
Lemma 6.2. For any G stopping time U , there exists an F stopping time T such that T ^ τ “ U ^ τ .
See [10, Chapitre XX n˝75] for a proof of the above lemma. We can say more in the case of predictable
stopping times.
Lemma 6.3. Let U be a G predictable stopping time. There exists an F predictable stopping time T
such that U ^ τ “ T ^ τ .
Proof. Let pUnqnPN be a foretelling sequence of U in G (cf. [15, Definition 3.26]). Let pT 1nqnPN be F
stopping times such that Un ^ τ “ T 1n ^ τ . We can suppose that pT 1nqnPN is non decreasing. Let
T “ psup
iPN
T 1i qt@k,T 1kăsupiPN T 1iu, Tn “ pT
1
nqtT 1năsupiPN T 1iu ^ n, n P N.
Then, Tn ă T and limn Tn “ T , i.e. T is an F predictable stopping time. This stopping time T meets
the lemma, because on the set t@k, T 1k ă supiPN T 1iu,
T ^ τ “ psup
iPN
T 1i q ^ τ “ sup
iPN
pT 1i ^ τq “ sup
iPN
pUi ^ τq “ psup
iPN
Uiq ^ τ “ U ^ τ,
and because, for any k P N,
tT 1k “ sup
iPN
T 1iu X tUk ă τu Ă tUk “ sup
iPN
Ui, sup
iPN
T 1i ă τu X tUk ă τu “ H,
so that, on the set tT 1k “ supiPN T 1iu, U ą Uk ě τ and T ^ τ “ τ “ U ^ τ.
We now look at the path regularity of the reductions.
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Lemma 6.4. Suppose that X is a G class(D) optional ca`dla`g process. Let Y be an F optional
reduction of X. Then, the process Y is finite and right continuous on r0, ζs and Y has finite left limit
on Ynr0, ζns. Y´1tZ´ą0u is an F predictable reduction of X´.
Proof. Clearly, Y is ca`dla`g on r0, τq. But, we will prove better. Taking the F optional projection, we
have o¨FpX1r0,τqq “ Y Z. By [9, Chapitre VI n˝47 and n˝50] or [15, exercices 4.13-4.15], o¨FpX1r0,τqq
is a ca`dla`g process on R`. This property implies, on the one hand, that the process Y is finite and
right continuous on tZ ą 0u “ r0, ζq and hence on r0, ζs. On the other hand, Y has finite left limit
on tZ´ ą 0u “ tZ0 ą 0u X pYnr0, ζnsq. Note that tZ0 “ 0u X pYnr0, ζnsq “ tZ0 “ 0u X r0s where
the process Y has finite left limit by definition. We can now write X´1p0,τ s “ Y´1p0,τ s, because
p0, τ s Ă tZ´ ą 0u (cf. Lemma 3.7, also [39]), i.e., Y´1tZ´ą0u is an F predictable reduction of X´.
We introduce the notion of the F reduction especially to study the G local martingales X with
∆τX “ 0.
Lemma 6.5. Let X be a G local martingale with ∆τX “ 0 on t0 ă τ ă 8u. Let Y be an F optional
reduction of X. Then, Y is an F semimartingale on Ynr0, ζns (cf. [15, Definition 8.19]) such that
Y Z ` Y´‚a or equivalently Z´‚Y ` rY,Zs are F local martingales on Ynr0, ζns.
Proof. Assume firstly that Xτ and pXτ q´ are in class(D) in G. We write
1t0ăτuX
τ “ Y 1r0,τq ` Yτ´1t0ăτu1rτ,8q.
Consider the F optional projections of the three processes in this identity. o¨Fp1t0ăτuXτ q is an F
martingale. o¨FpY 1r0,τqq “ Y Z. According to [15, Corollary 5.31],
o¨FpYτ´1t0ăτu1rτ,8qq ´ pYτ´1t0ăτu1rτ,8qqp¨F “ o¨FpYτ´1t0ăτu1rτ,8qq ´ Y´‚a
is an F martingale, where Y´‚a is well-defined because of Lemma 3.7 and 6.4. We conclude that
Y Z ` Y´‚a is an F martingale. Moreover, for every ζn, Y ζn is ca`dla`g on R` (cf. Lemma 6.4), and,
from the identity (with the convention 0
0
“ 0)
pY Zqζn 1
Zζn´
“ Y ζn1r0,ζnq ` pY Zqζn 1Zζn´ 1rζn,8q,
noting that pY Zqζn and 1tZ0ą0u 1Zζn´ are F semimartingales, we deduce that
Y ζn “ Y ζn1r0,ζnq ` Yζn1rζn,8q “ pY Zqζn 1Zζn´ ´ pY Zqζn 1Zζn´1rζn,8q ` Yζn1rζn,8q
is an F semimartingale. Applying the integration by parts formula on Ynr0, ζns, we obtain
Y Z ` Y´‚a “ Z´‚Y ` Y´‚Z ` rY,Zs ` Y´‚a.
As Y´‚Z ` Y´‚a “ Y´‚m is an F local martingale on Ynr0, ζns, we conclude that Z´‚Y ` rY,Zs is an
F local martingale on Ynr0, ζns.
Consider now the case where X is a general G local martingale. Let pT 1nqnPN be a sequence of G
stopping times, increasing to the infinity, such that every Xτ^T
1
n and pXτ^T 1nq´ are processes in
class(D) in G. Let a ą 0 be a real number and suppose QrT 1n ă as ď 12n , n P N`. By Lemma 6.2,
there exists an F stopping time Tn such that Tn^ τ “ T 1n^ τ . Then, Y Tn is an F optional reduction of
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XT
1
n , and for any positive integer k, the preceding results implies that Y Tn^ζk is an F semimartingale
on R`, satisfying the martingale equation of the lemma on r0, ζks. We have the inequalities:ř8
n“1QrZTn ą 1k , Tn ă as ď k
ř8
n“1 ErZTn1tTnăaus “ k
ř8
n“1QrTn ă τ, Tn ă as
“ kř8n“1QrT 1n ă τ, T 1n ă as ď kř8n“1 12n ă 8.
The Borel-Cantelli lemma implies that, almost surely, there exists a Tn such that either ZTn ď 1k , i.e.
ζk ď Tn, or Tn ě a. We conclude Tn ě ζk ^ a and therefore that Y ζk^a is an F semimartingale (cf.
[15, Theorem 8.10]) satisfying the martingale equation of the lemma. Letting a Ò 8, we prove the
lemma.
Lemma 6.5 characterizes the G local martingales X with ∆τX “ 0 by a martingale equation in F. We
rewrite the martingale equation in Lemma 6.5 in the form
Y Z ` Y´‚a “ Y Z ` pY Zq´ 1
Z´
‚a “ an F local martingale on Ynr0, ζns.
The following lemma is therefore useful.
Lemma 6.6. Let X be an F semimartingale on Ynr0, ζns. Then, X satisfies the martingale equation
X `X´ 1
Z´
‚a “ an F local martingale on Ynr0, ζns,
and X:η “ 0 on t:η ă 8u, if and only if X has the form X “ Ep´ 1Z´ ‚aqM for an F local martingale M
on Ynr0, ζns. Moreover, if M 1 denotes the F local martingale at the right hand side of the martingale
equation, we have ∆:ηM
1 “ 0 on t0 ă :η ă 8u.
Proof. Note that the process Ep´ 1
Z´ ‚
aq is well-defined on Ynr0, ζns “ r0sYtZ´ ą 0u. For s P Ynr0, ζns,
Zs´ ą 0 and ´ 1Zs´∆sa “ ´1, if and only if s “ :η. We write on Ynr0, ζns
Ep´ 1
Z´
‚aq “ Ep´1r0,:ηq
1
Z´
‚aqEp´1r:ηs
1
Z´
‚aq “ Ep´1r0,:ηq
1
Z´
‚aq1r0,:ηq.
The stochastic exponential Ep´1r0,:ηq 1Z´ ‚aq is a F predictable (cf. Lemma 3.4 and [15, Theorem 3.33])
non null non increasing process on Ynr0, ζns so that Ep´1r0,:ηq 1Z´ ‚aq´1 is a F predictable non null non
decreasing process on Ynr0, ζns.
We check by the integration by parts formula and Yoeurp’s lemma that if X is given by X “
Ep´ 1
Z´ ‚
aqM on Ynr0, ζns, the process X satisfies the equation. In this case, the F-martingale at
the right hand side of the equation is given by M0 ` Ep´ 1Z´ ‚aq‚M . Clearly X:η “ 0.
Suppose now that X satisfies the martingale equation with an F martingale M 1 on Ynr0, ζns at the
right hand side of the martingale equation, and X:η “ 0. Then,
∆:ηM
1 “ ∆:ηX `X:η´ “ 0
on t0 ă :η ă 8u. Set M “ Ep´1r0,:ηq 1Z´ ‚aq´1‚M 1 on Ynr0, ζns. Then M satisfies
M 1 “M 10 ` Ep´
1
Z´
‚aq‚M on Ynr0, ζns.
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Hence, the martingale equation becomes
X `X´ 1
Z´
‚a “M 10 ` Ep´
1
Z´
‚aq‚M.
By the uniqueness of the solution of stochastic differential equation (cf. [28]), X must be given by
Ep´ 1
Z´ ‚
aqpM 10 `Mq (M0 “ 0) on Ynr0, ζns.
Remark 6.7. Notice that the Aze´ma supermartingale Z satisfies the martingale equation of Lemma
6.6 with the local martingale m at the right hand side. Consequently,
Z “ Ep´ 1
Z´
‚aqpZ0 ` Ep´ 1
Z´
‚aq´1‚mq on Cp 1Z˝ q,
that yields another proof of Lemma 3.9. In fact, it was the original proof.
We present the counterparty to Lemma 6.5.
Lemma 6.8. For any F semimartingale X on Ynr0, ζns such that XZ`X´‚a or equivalently Z´‚X`
rX,Zs are F local martingales on Ynr0, ζns, Xτ´ is a G local martingale.
Remark 6.9. Note that, if X satisfies the condition of the lemma,
∆ζpZ´‚X ` rX,Zsq “ Zζ´∆ζX `∆ζX∆ζZ “ 0, if 0 ă ζ ă 8 and ζ P Ynr0, ζns.
This means that Xζ´ also satisfies the condition of the lemma.
Proof. Note that Xτ´ is well defined, because τ P Ynr0, ζns. Let U be an F stopping time ď ζn for
some n, reducing X and XZ `X´‚a, making XU´ bounded. We compute
ErXτ´U 1t0ăτus “ ErXU1tUăτu `Xτ´1t0ăτďUus “ ErXUZU `
şU
0
Xs´dass “ ErX0Z0s.
We prove that pXτ´qζn is a G local martingale (cf. [15, Theorem 4.40]). As tζn ă τu Ó H, the lemma
is proved.
The following lemma will not directly used in this paper. But it is a natural continuation of the
preceding results.
Lemma 6.10. Let A be a G predictable process with finite variation null at the origin. Let B be an F
predictable reduction of A, null at the origin. Then, on Ynr0, ζns, B is a ca`dla`g process and has finite
variation.
Proof. We only consider A which is non negative, non decreasing. We note that, as B0 “ 0, B is also
an F optional reduction of A.
We suppose for the moment that A is integrable. Lemma 6.4 is applicable and, consequently, B is a
ca`dla`g process on Ynr0, ζns. For real numbers 0 ă a ď b we write
Ba1tbďτu “ Aa1tbďτu ď Ab1tbďτu “ Bb1tbďτu.
Taking conditional expectation with respect to Fb´ we obtain BaZb´ ď BbZb´ and conclude that B
is a non decreasing process on tZ0 ą 0u X pYnr0, ζnsq. On tZ0 “ 0u X pYnr0, ζnsq “ tZ0 “ 0u X r0s,
B “ 0 is a non decreasing process by definition.
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Consider now the general case. Let pT 1nqnPN be a sequence of G stopping times, increasing to the
infinity, such that every AT 1n is integrable. Let pTnqnPN be an increasing sequence of F stopping times
such that Tn ^ τ “ T 1n ^ τ . We check, with A0 “ B0 “ 0, that BTn is an F predictable reduction of
AT
1
n . The preceding result implies that, for every non negative integer k, pBTnqζk is a non decreasing
process. As in the proof of Lemma 6.5, we fix a real a ą 0 and we can suppose that ζk ^ a ď Tn for
some n. Hence, Bζk^a is a non decreasing process. Letting a Ò 8 we prove the lemma.
7 G deflators for F semimartingales stopped at τ´
We regard the F semimartingales X and we try to construct deflators for Xτ´ in G.
7.1 When X and Xη´ are F local martingales
We begin with a particular situation where we compute directly without passing through the reduction
mechanism. We make use of this computation to explain how the process 1
Lτ´
plays its role of deflator,
before a later general discussion where Lemma 3.9 and Lemma 6.6 will be necessary. Recall the F
local martingale n defined in Lemma 3.14.
Lemma 7.1. For any F optional process X such that Xη´ is an F local martingale, M “ nX is an F
local martingale.
Proof. We note that M “ nXη´. we write with the integration by parts formula
dMt “ nt´dXη´t `Xη´t´ dnt ` drn,Xη´st
We only need to consider the last term. We write
n “ Ep´bq´1 ´ Ep´bq´1η 1rη,8q
because b is constant on rη,8q. From this we deduce
drn,Xη´st “ drEp´bq,Xη´st
which is an F local martingale because of Yoeurp’s lemma.
Lemma 7.2. For any F local martingale M such that Mη “ 0 on tη ă 8u, Mτ´Lτ´ is a G local
martingale.
Proof. Take a finite F stopping time σ localizing M and D such that σ ď ζn for some n. Applying
Lemma 3.12, we write
ErMτ´σ
Lτ´σ
1t0ăτus “ ErMσLσ 1tσăτus ` Er
Mτ´
Lτ´
1t0ăτďσus
“ ErMσ
Lσ
Zσs ´ Er
şσ
0
Ms´
Ls´
1tsPCp 1
Z˝
qYr:ηsuLs´dDss.
Note that Zσ “ Zσ1tσăζu so that MσLσ Zσ is well-defined. When σ ă ζ, we have Zσ “ LσDσ and Lσ ą 0.
We can write
Mσ
Lσ
Zσ “Mσ1tσăζuDσ “MσDσ1t0ăζu ´Mσ1t0ăζďσuDσ,
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and if σ ă 8,
Mσ1t0ăζďσuDσ “ Mσ1tσ“ζ“ζną0uDσ “Mζ1tσ“ζ“ζną0u1tZζ´ą0,Dζą0uDζ
“ Mη1tσ“ζ“ζną0u1tZζ´ą0,Dζą0uDζ “ 0.
Note that L´ ą 0 on Cp 1Z˝ q Y r:ηs “ Ynr0, ζns (cf. Lemma 3.10) and 1tsPCp 1
Z˝
qYr:ηsudDs “ 1tsďζudDs
(with the new definition of D). Hence
ErMτ´σ
Lτ´σ
1t0ăτus “ ErMσDσ1t0ăζus ´ Er
şσ
0
Ms´1tsďζudDss
“ ErMσDσ1t0ăζus ´ ErMσpDσ ´D0q1t0ăζus “ ErM0D01t0ăζus.
Let pσnqnPN be a sequence of F stopping times localizing M and D tending to the infinity. The above
computations imply that the sequence of pσn^ζnqtσn^ζnăτu is a sequence of G stopping times localizing
Mτ´
Lτ´
tending to the infinity and making it a G local martingale.
Note that nτ´ “ 1
Ep´bqτ´ ą 0 on tτ ă 8u. Combining Lemmas 7.1 and 7.2, we conclude
Theorem 7.3. For any F local martingale X such that Xη´ also is an F local martingale, n
τ´
Lτ´
“
1
Ep´bqτ´Lτ´
is a G deflator of Xτ´.
7.2 Miscellaneous properties of η and of L
Lemma 7.4. If Pr0 ă η ă 8s ą 0, there exists an F local martingale M such that M τ´ has the
arbitrage of the first kind.
Proof. From Lemma 3.10, Lemma ?? and Lemma 3.14, on the set tη ă 8u, Lη´Dη´ “ Zη´ ą 0,Dη ą
0. Let M “ 1t0ăηu1rη,8q ´ b so that M τ´ “ ´1r0,τq‚b. Applying Lemma 3.14, we obtain
ErM τ´8 s “ ErMτ´s “ Er´bτ´s “ ´Er1r0,τq‚bs “ ´Er Z˝‚bs “ ´Er Z˝η10ăηă8s ă 0 “ ErM τ´0 s.
This means that M τ´ is a G optional non constant non increasing process, which can not satisfy NA1
condition.
Lemma 7.5. For a non negative F local martingale M , M
τ´
Lτ´
is a G supermartingale.
Proof. We consider two F stopping times σ ď ι localizing M and Z. Let B P Fσ. We compute
Er1BM
τ´
ι
Lτ´ι
1tσăτus “ Er1BMιLι 1tιăτus ` Er1B
Mτ´
Lτ´
1tσăτďιus
“ Er1BMιLι Zιs ´ Er1B
şι
σ
Ms´
Ls´
1tsďζuLs´dDss
“ Er1BMιLι Zιs ´ Er1B
şι
σ
Ms´1tsďζudDss p cf. the proof of Lemma 7.2,q
“ Er1BMιDι1tιăζus ´ Er1BMι^ζpDι^ζ ´Dσ^ζqs
ď Er1BMιDι1tιăζus ´ Er1BMιpDι ´Dσq1tιăζus
“ Er1BMιDσ1tιăζus ď Er1BMιDσ1tσăζus
“ Er1BMσDσ1tσăζus “ Er1BMσLσ Zσs “ Er1BM
τ´
σ
Lτ´σ
1tσăτus.
Let C P Gσ. There exists B P Fσ such that C X tσ ă τu “ B X tσ ă τu. We have
Er1C M
τ´
ι
Lτ´ι
s “ Er1BM
τ´
ι
Lτ´ι
1tσăτus ` Er1C Mτ´Lτ´ 1tτďσus
ď Er1BM
τ´
σ
Lτ´σ
1tσăτus ` Er1C Mτ´Lτ´ 1tτďσus “ Er1C
Mτ´σ
Lτ´σ
s.
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7.3 When X is a general F local martingale
Theorem 7.6. For a multi-dimensional F local martingale X, Xτ´ has a deflator in G if and only
if the following system of martingale problems have solutions: for z an F special semimartingale on
Ynr0, ζns, $’’&’’%
zZ ` z´‚a is an F local martingale on Ynr0, ζns,
rX, zZs is an F local martingale on Ynr0, ζns,
z ą 0 on r0, ζq,
z´ ą 0 on Ynr0, ζns.
In this case, Φ “ zτ´ is a deflator for Xτ´ in G.
Proof. Necessity Let Φ be a deflator of Xτ´ in G. According to Corollary 5.2 we can suppose ∆τΦ “ 0
on t0 ă τ ă 8u. We suppose also Φ0 “ 1. Let z be an F optional reduction of Φτ “ Φτ´. We
can suppose z0 ” 1. According to Lemma 6.5, z is an F special semimartingale on Ynr0, ζns with
zZ ` z´‚a to be an F local martingale on Ynr0, ζns. According to Lemma 6.4, z´1tZ´ą0u is an F
predictable reduction of Φ´. Applying Lemma 6.1, z ą 0 on r0, ζq and z´ ą 0 on Ynr0, ζnszt0u. But,
z0´ “ z0 “ 1 ą 0. With the same reasoning, zX (which is an F optional reduction of ΦτXτ´) is an F
special semimartingale on Ynr0, ζns such that zXZ ` pzXq´‚a is an F local martingale on Ynr0, ζns.
We have
zXZ ` pzXq´‚a “ X´‚pzZq ` pzZq´‚X ` rX, zZs `X´z´‚a
on Ynr0, ζns. We conclude that rX, zZs is an F local martingale on Ynr0, ζns
Sufficiency Suppose that the above martingale problem has a solution z. Set Φ “ zτ´. As z and zX
satisfy the equation in Lemma 6.8, Φ and ΦXτ´ are G local martingales. This shows that Φ is a
deflator of Xτ´ in G, because Φ ą 0.
Theorem 7.7. For a multi-dimensional F local martingale X, Xτ´ has a deflator in G if and only if
there exists an F optional process M such that the pair pX,Mq satisfies
. M is an F local martingale on Ynr0, ζns,
. M ą 0 on r0, ζq, M´ ą 0 on tZ0 ą 0u X pYnr0, ζnsq, Mη “ 0 on tη ă 8u and
. X :η´M is an F local martingale on Ynr0, ζns.
Under these conditions, 1tZ0“0u ` 1tZ0ą0u 1Z0 M
τ´
Lτ´
is a deflator for Xτ´ in G.
Remark 7.8. Note thatM :η´1Ynr0,ζns`1Xnpζn,8q satisfies also the above conditions. We can therefore
modify the process M so that tM “ 0u “ rηs.
Proof. Suppose that Xτ´ has a deflator in G. Let z be the process satisfying the equations in Theorem
7.6 and z0 “ 1. Then, the process zZ satisfies the equations in Lemma 6.6. There exists an F local
martingale M on Ynr0, ζns such that zZ “ Ep´ 1Z´ ‚aqM . Clearly M ą 0 on r0, ζq and M´ ą 0 on
tZ0 ą 0u X pYnr0, ζnsq and Mη “ 0 on tη ă 8u. As Ep´ 1Z´ ‚aq is predictable with finite variation on
Ynr0, ζns, with help of Yoeurp’s lemma, the second martingale equation in Theorem 7.6 is the same
to say that Ep´ 1
Z´ ‚
aq‚rX,M s, or equivalently rX :η´,M s, or again X :η´M is an F local martingale on
Ynr0, ζns (X :η´ being an F local martingale because :η is predictable (cf. [15, Examples 9.4])).
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Conversely, define
z “ 1tZ0“0u ` 1tZ0ą0uEp´
1
Z´
‚aq:η´pM
Z
qη´
on Ynr0, ζns. Then, zZ “ 1tZ0ą0uEp´ 1Z´ ‚aqM on Ynr0, ζns (because Ep´ 1Z´ ‚aq:η “ 0,Mη “ 0). The
equations in Theorem 7.6 are satisfied by z for X, proving the deflator property in G for Xτ´.
When the conditions in the theorem are satisfied, Φ “ zτ´ is a deflator of Xτ´ in G (cf. Theorem
7.6). With Lemma 3.9, 1tZ0ą0uEp´ 1Z´ ‚aq “ 1tZ0ą0u 1Z0D on Cp 1Z˝ q and consequently,
Φ “ 1tZ0“0u ` 1tZ0ą0uEp´
1
Z´
‚aqτ´pM
Z
qτ´ “ 1tZ0“0u ` 1tZ0ą0u
1
Z0
M τ´
Lτ´
.
Remark 7.9. As an application, if X is an F local martingale having no jump at η, X :η´ also is an
F local martingale having no jump at η. Hence, X :η´n is an F local martingale, according to Lemma
7.1. With Theorem 7.7, we conclude that Xτ´ has a deflator in G, as it was proved in Theorem 7.3.
7.4 When S is an F semimartingale having an F deflator
Theorem 7.10. Let S be a multi-dimensional F semimartingale having a deflator in F. Let Y be any
deflator of S in F. Then, Sτ´ has a deflator in G if and only if there exists an F optional process M
such that the triplet pS, Y,Mq satisfies
. YM is an F local martingale on Ynr0, ζns,
. M ą 0 on r0, ζq, M´ ą 0 on tZ0 ą 0u X pYnr0, ζnsq, Mη “ 0 on tη ă 8u and
. S:η´YM is an F local martingale on Ynr0, ζns.
Proof. An increasing sequence of bounded F stopping times pTkqkPN with T0 “ 0 will be called a
Y -reducing sequence, if Tk tends to the infinity and Y
Tk is an F uniformly integrable martingale. For
a Y -reducing sequence, we introduce the probability measures Qk “ Y Tk‚Q. Note that, by Lemma
3.15, r0, ζq,Ynr0, ζns, tZ0 ą 0u, η, :η have the same meaning under the probability measures Q and Qk.
Then,
Sτ´ has a deflator in G.
ô There exists a Y -reducing sequence pTkqkPN such that, for any k P N, pSτ´qTk “ pSTkqτ´ has a
deflator in G.
ô There exists a Y -reducing sequence pTkqkPN such that, for any k P N, pSτ´qTk “ pSTkqτ´ has a
deflator in G under Qk.
ô There exists a Y -reducing sequence pTkqkPN and F optional processes pMkqkPN such that, for every
k P N, the pair pSTk ,Mkq satisfy the conditions in Theorem 7.7 under Qk and tMk “ 0u “ rηs.
ô There exists a Y -reducing sequence pTkqkPN and there exists F optional processes pMkqkPN such
that, for every k P N, the triplet pSTk , Y Tk ,Mkq satisfy the conditions in the present theorem
under Q and tMk “ 0u “ rηs.
ô There exists an F optional process M (M “ ś8k“1 MTkk
M
Tk´1
k
1rηsc) such that the triplet pS, Y,Mq
satisfy the conditions in the present theorem.
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Corollary 7.11. Let S be a multi-dimensional F semimartingale having a deflator in F. Suppose
∆ηS “ 0 on tη ă 8u. Then, Sτ´ has a deflator in G
Proof. According to Corollary 5.2, we have a deflator Y for S in F with ∆ηY “ 0 on tη ă 8u. Let n
be the F local martingale introduced in Lemma 3.14. Then, we check the conditions in Theorem 7.10
for the triplet pS, Y,M “ nq with help of Lemma 7.1.
8 G Deflators for F semimartingales stopped at τ
In this section we reconsider the main Theorem 1.2 of [1]. There exists an early note [33] on the
question, where Z is supposed to be strictly positive. The studies in section 3 and section 4 enable us
now to generalize the approach of that note to give a different proof of Theorem 1.2 of [1].
8.1 Continuous deflator
We look for deflators for Xτ in G, when X is an F continuous local martingale. Recall that rZ is the
F optional projection of 1r0,τ s. We have rZ0 “ 1 and rZ “ Z `∆A “ Z´ `∆M on p0,8q, where A is
the F optional dual projection of 1t0ăτu1rτ,8q and M “ Z ` A which is an F BMO martingale.
Theorem 8.1. Let r denote the G continuous martingale part of Mτ . Then, the process ´1r0,τ s1tZ0ą0u 1Z´
is r integrable in G and Ep´1r0,τ s1tZ0ą0u 1Z´ ‚rq is a G deflator of Xτ for any F continuous local mar-
tingale X.
Proof. The integrability of 1r0,τ s1tZ0ą0u
1
Z´
is because it is a bounded on every r0, ζns for any positive
integer k, and because tζn ă τu Ó H. We need to check that Xτ ´ r1r0,τ s1tZ0ą0u 1Z´ ‚r,Xτ s is a G local
martingale. But the latter is true, because of the relation:
Xτ ´ r1r0,τ s1tZ0ą0u 1Z´ ‚r,Xτ s “ Xτ ´ 1r0,τ s1tZ0ą0u 1Z´ ‚xr,Xy “ Xτ ´ 1r0,τ s 1Z´ ‚xM,Xy
and of the filtration enlargement formula in [10, Chapitre XX n˝76] (together with [10, Chapitre XX
n˝12 and n˝75]) (noting that 1tZ0“0uM “ 0 and the predictable bracket xM,Xy does not depend on
the filtrations thanks to the continuity).
8.2 Purely discontinuous deflator
We continue the study with purely discontinuous F local martingales.
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Lemma 8.2. Let T be an F predictable stopping time. Let ξ be an integrable FT measurable random
variable. Then,
Erξ|GT´s1t0ăτ,Tďτu “ ξ1t0“Tăτu `
Erξ rZT |FT´s
ZT´
1t0ăTďτu.
Proof. For any F stopping time T 1,
Erξ|GT 1s1tT 1ăτu “
Erξ1tT 1ăτu|FT 1s
ZT 1
1tT 1ăτu,
known as the key lemma (cf. [5] or [10, Chapitre XX n˝75]). As T is predictable, we can let T 1
foretelling T to obtain (cf. [15, Theorem 3.4 and 4.34], [29, Corollary 2.4])
Erξ|GT´sp1t0“Tăτu ` 1t0ăTďτuq “ Erξ1t0ăτu|F0sZ0 1t0“Tăτu `
Erξ1tTďτu|FT´s
ZT´
1t0ăTďτu
“ ξ1t0“Tăτu ` Erξ
rZT |FT´s
ZT´
1t0ăTďτu.
Notice that, by Lemma 3.10, ZT´ ą 0 on t0 ă T ď τu.
Lemma 8.3. For any F purely discontinuous local martingales X, the G martingales part of Xτ also
is purely discontinuous.
Proof. The result is clear if X has finite variation. If X is an F purely discontinuous square integrable
martingale. According to [15, Theorem 6.22], there exists a sequence of F martingales pXnqnPN of
finite variations such that ErrX´Xn,X´Xnsts tends to zero for any t P R`. By [19, Corollaire(1.8)],
the G martingale part of Xn converges to the G martingale part of X in the space of square integrable
martingales.
We now introduce
. the F stopping time η˜ “ ζt0ăζă8, rZζ“0ăZζ´u,
. the process b˜ denoting the F predictable dual projection of 1t0ăη˜u1rη˜,8q, and
. the process n˜ “ Ep´b˜q´11r0,η˜q.
By [10, Chapitre XX n˝15], rZ ą 0 on r0, τ s. As rZη˜ “ 0 if η˜ ă 8, necessarily τ ă η˜. Recall that, by
[1, Lemma 3.5], n˜ is a well defined F local martingale with tn˜ ą 0u “ r0, η˜q and tn˜´ ą 0u “ r0, η˜s. It
was a key element in the deflator construction for Xτ in [1]. Here we use it to introduce the process
pZ´
n˜´
n˜rZ ´ 1q1p0,τ s.
This process has different expressions.
pZ´
n˜´
n˜rZ ´ 1q1p0,τ s “ pZ´n˜´ n˜rZ ´ Z´n˜´ n˜´rZ ´ rZrZ ` Z´rZ q1p0,τ s
“ pZ´
n˜´
∆n˜rZ ´ ∆MrZ q1p0,τ s “ pZ´n˜´ ∆n˜rZ ´ ∆MrZ q1tn˜´ą0u1p0,τ s.
Lemma 8.4. We have p¨GpZ´
n˜´
n˜rZ ´ 1q1p0,τ s “ 0.
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Proof. By Lemma 6.3, we only need to consider F predictable stopping time T in the computations
below. Note that n˜ is F locally bounded and 1
n˜´
is non increasing on the set tn˜´ ą 0u. These facts
insure the integrability in the computations below. For any bounded F stopping time U such that n˜U
is a bounded process, applying Lemma 8.2, we obtain
ErpZT´
n˜T´
n˜rZT ´ 1q1t0ăTďτu|GT´s1tTďUu
“ 1
ZT´
Erp1tn˜T´ą0u ZT´n˜T´
∆T n˜rZT ´ 1tn˜T´ą0u∆TMrZT q1tTďUu rZT |FT´s1t0ăTďτu
“ 1
ZT´
Erp1tn˜T´ą0u ZT´n˜T´∆T n˜´ 1tn˜T´ą0u∆TMq1tTďUu1t rZTą0u|FT´s1t0ăTďτu
“ 1
ZT´
Erp1tn˜T´ą0u ZT´n˜T´∆T n˜´ 1tn˜T´ą0u∆TMq1tTďUu|FT´s1t0ăTďτu
´ 1
ZT´
Erp1tn˜T´ą0uZT´n˜T´∆T n˜´ 1tn˜T´ą0u∆TMq1tTďUu1t rZT“0ăZT´u|FT´s1t0ăTďτu
´ 1
ZT´
Erp1tn˜T´ą0uZT´n˜T´∆T n˜´ 1tn˜T´ą0u∆TMq1tTďUu1t rZT“0“ZT´u|FT´s1t0ăTďτu
“ 0 because n˜U and MU are F uniformly integrable martingales (cf. [15, Theorem 4.41]),
´ 1
ZT´
Erp1tn˜T´ą0uZT´n˜T´ p´n˜T´q ´ 1tn˜T´ą0up´ZT´qq1tTďUu1t rZT“0ăZT´u|FT´s1t0ăTďτu
because 0 ă T ă 8, rZT “ 0 implies p´ZT´q “ ∆TM,
´ 1
ZT´
Erp´1tn˜T´ą0u∆TMq1tTďUu1t rZT“0“ZT´u|FT´s1t0ăTďτu
“ 0´ 0´ 0, because 0 ă T ă 8, rZT “ 0 “ ZT´ implies ∆TM “ 0,
“ 0.
Theorem 8.5. There exists a G purely discontinuous local martingale s such that
∆s “ pZ´
n˜´
n˜rZ ´ 1q1p0,τ s.
Proof. We use the expression
pZ´
n˜´
n˜rZ ´ 1q1p0,τ s “ pZ´n˜´ ∆n˜rZ ´ ∆MrZ q1p0,τ s.
By [15, Theorem 7.42] we need only to check that the non decreasing processd ÿ
0ăsďt^τ
pZ´
n˜´
∆n˜rZ ´ ∆MrZ q2, t P R`,
is G locally integrable. Consider the inequality:ř
0ăsďt^τ p∆sMrZs q2 ď
şt^τ
0
drM,MsrZ2s ă 8.
Let Vt “
şt^τ
0
drM,MsrZ2s , t P R`. For n P N`, we compute
Er∆ζn^τ
?
V s ď Er |∆ζn^τM|rZζn^τ s
“ Er |∆ζnM|rZζn 1t0ăζnďτus ` Er |∆τM|rZτ 1t0ăτăζnus ď Er|∆ζnM|s ` nEr|∆τM|s ă 8,
because M is a BMO martingale. We conclude that
bř
0ăsďt^τ p∆sMrZs q2, t P R`, is G locally integrable,
because r0, τ s Ă Ynr0, ζns.
Similarly, we prove thatd ÿ
0ăsďt^τ
pZ´
n˜´
∆n˜rZ q2 “
d ÿ
0ăsďt^τ
pEp´b˜q´Z´∆n˜rZ q2, t P R`,
is G locally integrable.
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Lemma 8.6. pZ´
n˜´
n˜rZ ´ 1q1p0,τ s ą ´1. The stochastic exponential Epsq is strictly positive.
Now we show why this discussion on the process pZ´
n˜´
n˜rZ ´ 1q1p0,τ s.
Theorem 8.7. Let M be an F purely discontinuous local martingale such that ∆η˜M “ 0 on t0 ă η˜ ă
8u. Then, EpsqM τ is a G local martingale.
Proof. It is enough to consider the martingale property of M τ ` rs,M τ s in G. Note that rM,M s and
rn˜,M s have F locally integrable total variations. For rM,M s, it is the consequence of the BMO property
of M and of the Fefferman’s inequality (cf. [15, Theorem 10.18]). For rn˜,M s, we need only to note
that ∆n˜ is F locally bounded and M˚ is F locally integrable. Let T be an F stopping time such that
rM,M sT and rn˜,M sT have integrable total variations, MT is in class(D) and 1tZ0ą0u 1ZT´ is bounded.
Note that the jumps of rs,M s on p0, τ s are given by
∆s∆M “ pZ´
n˜´
∆n˜rZ ´ ∆MrZ q∆M “ Z´n˜´ 1rZ∆rn˜,M s ´ 1rZs∆rM,M s.
We now compute. On the one hand,
Errs,M τ ´M0sT s “ Er
şT^τ
0
drs,M sss
“ ErşT^τ
0
drs,M η˜sss because τ ă η˜,
“ ErşT^τ
0
Zs´
n˜s´
1rZsdrn˜,M η˜sss ´ Er
şT^τ
0
1rZsdrM,M η˜sss
“ ErşT
0
rZs Zs´n˜s´ 1rZsdrn˜,M η˜sss ´ ErşT0 rZs 1rZsdrM,M η˜sss
“ ErşT
0
Zs´
n˜s´
1t rZsą0udrEp´b˜q´1,M η˜sss ´ ErşT0 1t rZsą0udrM,M η˜sss
because ∆M η˜ “ 0 on rη˜,8q.
For the first term in the last line,
ErşT
0
Zs´
n˜s´
1t rZsą0udrEp´b˜q´1,M η˜ss
“ ErşT
0
Ep´b˜qs´Zs´drEp´b˜q´1,M η˜ss ´ Er
şT
0
Ep´b˜qs´Zs´1t rZs“0udrEp´b˜q´1,M η˜ss
“ 0 because of Yoeurp’s lemma,
´ErşT
0
Ep´b˜qs´Zs´1t rZs“0ăZs´udrEp´b˜q´1,M η˜sss
“ 0´ 0 because rZs “ 0 ă Zs´ implies s “ η˜ while ∆η˜M “ 0.
For the second term,
´ErşT
0
1t rZsą0udrM,M η˜sss
“ ´ErşT
0
drM,M η˜sss ` Er
şT
0
1
t rZs“0udrM,M η˜sss
“ ´ErşT
0
drM,M η˜sss ` Er
şT
0
1t rZs“0ăZs´udrM,M η˜sss because 1t rZ“0“Z´u∆M “ 0,
“ ´ErşT
0
drM,M η˜sss because ∆η˜M “ 0.
On the other hand, by the filtration enlargement formula in [10, Chapitre XX n˝76],
ErM τT ´M0s “ Er
şT^τ
0
1
Zs´
dxM,M η˜yp¨Fs s “ Er
şT
0
dxM,M η˜yp¨Fs s “ Er
şT
0
drM,M η˜sss
(where, as indicated in [19, Remarque (4.5)], the first and the second equality use implicitly [19,
Lemme (4.3)] or Lemma 3.7). These computations together with Lemma 6.2 and [15, Theorem 4.40]
shows that M τ ` rs,M τ s is a G local martingale.
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8.3 Deflators for Sτ
Theorem 8.8. For any multi-dimensional F local martingale M such that ∆η˜M “ 0 on t0 ă η˜ ă 8u,
M τ has a deflator Ep´1r0,τ s 1Z´ ‚rqEpsq in G.
Proof. Applying Theorems 8.1 and 8.7 component by component, and separately to the continuous
part and the purely discontinuous part of M “M c `Md in F, we conclude that
M τEp´1r0,τ s1tZ0ą0u
1
Z´
‚rqEpsq “ ppM cqτ ` pMdqτ qEp´1r0,τ s1tZ0ą0u
1
Z´
‚rqEpsq
is a G local martingale. Consequently, Ep´1r0,τ s 1Z´ ‚rqEpsq is a G deflator for M τ .
Here is a new proof of [1, Theorem 1.2].
Corollary 8.9. For any multi-dimensional F semimartingale S having a deflator in F, if ∆η˜S “ 0
on t0 ă η˜ ă 8u, Sτ has a deflator in G.
Proof. According to Corollary 5.2, there exists an F deflator Y of Sη˜ in F which has no jump at η˜.
Applying Theorems 8.8 to pY, SY q, we conclude that
Y τEp´1r0,τ s1tZ0ą0u 1Z´ ‚rqEpsq and SτY τEp´1r0,τ s1tZ0ą0u 1Z´ ‚rqEpsq
are G local martingales. Consequently, Y τEp´1r0,τ s 1Z´ ‚rqEpsq is a G deflator for Sτ .
9 Inferring F from G
This last section is devoted to a discussion on the relevance of the progressive enlargement of filtration
technique used in credit risk modeling. We consider the question whether the filtration F can be
inferred from the knowledge of the market information G and from the default time τ .
Our discussions make use of probability measures which can be singular with respect to each other.
For this matter, we suppose that Ω is a Polish space and B0 is its Borel σ-algebra such that B is the
Q completion of B0. We suppose in addition that there exists a filtration G0 “ pG0t qtPR` of Borel
σ-algebras such that G is the usual augmentation under Q of G0`. We suppose that τ is a G
0
` stopping
time. We consider the following condition.
Hypothesis 9.1. Condition (B0) There exists a filtration F0 “ pF0s qsPR` such that
G0s` “ Xs1ąspF0s1 _ σpτ ^ s1qq, s P R`.
Definition 9.2. Saturation property. Let H be a sub-σ-algebra in G08. H satisfies the saturation
property, if, for any probability measure P on B0 which makes σpτq a trivial σ-algebra, for any element
A1 in G08, there exists an element A in H such that PrA∆A1s “ 0.
If the above property holds only for a specific probability measure P, we mention it as the saturation
property under P.
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We have immediately the following lemma.
Lemma 9.3. Suppose the condition(B0). The σ-algebra F08 satisfies the saturation property.
We now look at the implications of the saturation property. For doing so, we introduce Kpt, dωq to
denote (a version of) the regular conditional probability measure on B0 given τ “ t under Q (cf. [25,
Chapter 13] or [30, Theorem 89.1]). Let ν be the law of τ under Q. Note that, for ν-almost all t,
Kptqrτ ‰ ts “ 0.
Lemma 9.4. Let H be a sub-σ-algebra in G08, which is separable. Suppose the saturation property for
H. Then,
G
0
8 _ tpG08,Qq-null setsu “ pH _ σpτqq _ tpG08,Qq-null setsu.
Proof. According to [37, Lemma 3, Remarque 1], for bounded G08 measurable function f , there exists
a HbBr0,8s measurable map Φpω, tq which is, for every fixed t, a version of EKptqrf |Hspωq. We have
Qrf ‰ Φp¨, τqs “
ż
r0,8s
νpdtqKptqrf ‰ Φp¨, tqs “ 0,
because, for ν-almost all t, f is Kptq-almost surely equal to a H measurable function, thank to the
saturation property.
Lemma 9.5. Let H be a sub-σ-algebra in G08. Let P be a probability measure on B
0 under which σpτq
is a trivial σ-algebra. Suppose the saturation property under P of H. Let
Hs “ tA P H : DA1 P G0s ,PrA∆A1s “ 0u, s P R`.
Then, H “ pHsqsPR` is a filtration. The P-augmentation of H` coincides with that of G0`.
The proof of the above lemma is immediate. In the next lemma we consider a particular absolute
continuity and its consequence.
Definition 9.6. Condition (B1) Let H be a sub-σ-algebra in G08 and P be a probability measure on
B0. We say that P satisfies condition (B1) on H, if
. σpτq is a trivial σ-algebra under P and
. Q is absolutely continuous with respect to P on H.
Lemma 9.7. Let H be a sub-σ-algebra in G08. Suppose that there exists a probability measure P
satisfying condition (B1) on H. Then, τ is not H measurable, whenever τ is Q non trivial.
Proof. Under P, the distribution function of τ is a function of the form 1ra,8q for some a P r0,8s, i.e.,
Prτ ‰ as “ 0. But Qrτ ‰ as ą 0 for non trivial τ , which means that τ is not H measurable.
In next theorem, we discuss how to detect F0 if condition (B0) is satisfied with F0.
Theorem 9.8. Suppose condition(B0) with a filtration F0. Suppose that there exist H a sub-σ-algebra
in G08 and P a probability measure satisfying condition (B
1) on H, such that F08 Ă H. Then, for the
filtration pHsqsPR` defined in Lemma 9.5, we have
F08 _ tpH,Qq-null setsu “ H _ tpH,Qq-null setsu,
F0s` _ tpH,Qq-null setsu “ Hs` _ tpH,Qq-null setsu, s P R`.
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Proof. The left hand side σ-algebra of the first identity is clearly contained in the right hand side
σ-algebra. In the opposite direction, as H Ă G08, any element in H is P-almost surely equal to an
element in F08, because σpτq is trivial under P. This equality holds also pH,Qq-almost surely, proving
the first identity.
Consider the second identity. Let s ă s1 be positive real numbers. Every element in F0s (Ă G0s` Ă G0s1)
differs from an element of Hs1 only by a P null set. As F
0
s is contained in H, this difference is pH,Qq
negligible. Hence
F
0
s` _ tpH,Qq-null setsu Ă Hs` _ tpH,Qq-null setsu.
Conversely, an element in Hs differs from an element in G
0
s only by a P null set, and, as σpτq is trivial
under P, differs from an element of F0s1 only by a P null set, which is also a pH,Qq null set. We prove
F
0
s` _ tpH,Qq-null setsu Ą Hs` _ tpH,Qq-null setsu.
Remark 9.9. When a condition (B0) is assumed without the knowledge of F0, Theorem 9.8 gives
a method to recover the filtration F0, whenever F08 can be located and a probability measure P can
be found to satisfy condition (B1) on F08. Another interpretation of Theorem 9.8 is that, each time
one has a saturating H and a P satisfying condition (B1) on H, one should check if the filtration H
defined in Lemma 9.5 satisfies condition (B0).
We give below two examples of condition (B0) where, for some t, Kptq satisfies condition (B1) on F08.
The first example is based on the density hypothesis (cf. [12, 27]).
Hypothesis 9.10. Strict density hypothesis. The condition(B0) holds. There exists a probability
measure ν on Br0,8s and a strictly positive Br0,8sbF08 measurable function ppt, ωq, pt, ωq P r0,8sˆ
Ω, such that
EQrhpτq|F08spωq “
ż
r0,8s
hptqppt, ωqνpdtq
for any bounded Borel function h.
If the strict density hypothesis is satisfied, the probability measure P “ 1
ppτ,¨q‚Q makes τ independent
of F08, with which we compute
EQrf |σpτqs “ EPrfppτ, ¨q|σpτqs
EPrppτ, ¨q|σpτqs “
EQrfppt, ¨qs
EQrppt, ¨qs
ˇˇˇˇ
t“τ
for any non negative F08 measurable function f . This computation means that, for ν almost all t,
EQrfppt,¨qs
EQrppt,¨qs
ˇˇˇ
t“τ
coincides with Kptq restricted on F08, i.e., this restriction of Kptq is a measure equivalent
to Q with a density function ppt,¨q
EQrppt,¨qs
.
The next example is about Cox time (cf. [5]).
Hypothesis 9.11. Cox time. Suppose the condition(B0). Suppose that there exists a exponential
random time ξ independent of F08 and a ca`dla`g non decreasing F
0
` adapted process pasqsPR` such that
a0 “ 0 and
τ “ infts ą 0 : as ą ξu.
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Consider a Cox time. For simplicity, suppose that a8 “ 8. We have
Erτ ě s|F08s “ Eras´ ď ξ|F08s “ e´as´ .
and therefore Erτ ą s|F08s “ e´as . Consequently, if das is absolutely continuous with respect to the
Lebesgue’s measure with a strictly positive density function, we are back to the situation of the strict
density hypothesis. We now construct an example where the strict density hypothesis is not satisfied.
Let T be an F stopping time whose law µT is diffuse and singular to the Lebesgue measure and let
as “ s` 1tTďsu, s P R`. Then, by the above analysis,
Erτ ą s|F08s “ e´ps`1tTďsuq “
ż T
s
e´tdt` pe´T ´ e´1´T q1tsďT u `
ż 8
s_T
e´1´tdt.
Let A Ă r0,8s be a Borel set and let f be a non negative F08 measurable function. Denote by ET“t
the conditional expectation on F08 given T “ t. Let B be a support of µT having null Lebesgue
measure. We compute
Erf1tτPAus “ Erf1tτPAu1tτăT us ` Erf1tτPAu1tτ“T us ` Erf1tτPAu1tτąT us
“ Erf şT
0
1ttPAue
´tdts ` Erf1tTPAupe´T ´ e´1´T qs ` Erf
ş8
T
1ttPAue
´1´tdts
“ ş8
0
1ttPAue
´tdtErp1ttďT u ` e´11ttąT uqf s
` ş8
0
1ttPAupe´t ´ e´1´tqµT pdtqET“trf s
“ ş8
0
1ttPAu
`
e´tErp1ttďT u ` e´11ttąT uqs1ttPBcu ` pe´t ´ e´1´tq1ttPBu
˘ pdt` µT pdtqq´
1ttPBcu
Erp1ttďTu`e
´11ttąTuqfs
Erp1ttďTu`e´11ttąTuqs
` 1ttPBuET“trf s
¯
.
This computation shows that the law of τ is determined by the expressionż 8
0
1ttPAu
`
e´tErp1ttďT u ` e´11ttąT uqs1ttPBcu ` pe´t ´ e´1´tq1ttPBu
˘ pdt` µT pdtqq
and the conditional expectation on F08 given τ “ t is provided by the expression
Kptqrf s “
˜
1ttPBcu
Erp1ttďT u ` e´11ttąT uqf s
Erp1ttďT u ` e´11ttąT uqs
` 1ttPBuET“trf s
¸
.
We see then that there exists t P Bc such that Q ! Kptq on F08.
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